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Tradition and the individual talent: 
remarks on the poetry of 

Michalis Ganas 

DAVID RICKS 

No poet, no artist of any art, has his complete meaning alone. His significance, 
his appreciation is the appreciation of his relation to the dead poets and artists. 
You cannot value him alone; you must set him, for contrast and comparison, 
among the dead. (T.S. Eliot)1 

Michalis Ganas is both a highly individual talent and, as I hope to show 
here with respect to an inevitably small selection of key poems, a highly 
traditional one. He is, moreover, peculiarly self-conscious about the 
implications of such a view as Eliot's for the responsibilities of the poet. 
The consciousness of tradition in Ganas' work may be seen as taking 
three forms. 

The first and most visible concerns poetic form itself. Ganas has 
recently been associated, along with some younger contemporaries, 
with a return to the metrical and rhymed forms of Greek poetry which 
have been marginal since the 1930s.2 This would seem to make him, in 
ugly American parlance, a New Formalist; but Ganas' use of such forms 
predates the Greek and even the American New Formalism, so he can't 
be accused of having joined a bandwagon.3 The title of a 1993 
conference on Greek poetry, 'From metrical forms to free verse, 1880-
1940', reflected both the fact that almost no Greek verse of importance 
other than free verse has been written since 1940 and, at the same time, 
a sense that the era of free verse as, so to speak, the default mode is now 

1. T.S. Eliot, 'Tradition and the individual talent', The Sacred Wood (London 1976), 47-
59; quotation from p. 49. 

2. See Michalis Ganas, Dionysis Kapsalis, Giorgos Koropoulis, Ilias Lagios, 
'Avdodsafit] (Athens 1993). 

3. See the article on the New Formalism in the New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry 
and Poetics (Princeton 1993), 834-5. Strictures against the New Formalists by (so to 
speak) an Old Believer are to be found in Thom Gunn, Shelf Life (London 1993), 227-8. 
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over. And in the proceedings my own paper on Skarimbas, for example, 
is a plea to look at how he uses the forms he does, rather than simply 
assigning them to an obsolete category.4 

The second aspect of tradition concerns Ganas' typically overt, and 
indeed respectful, borrowings from the dead poets. While he is not 
exactly a bookish or philological poet in the manner of Seferis, his work 
reveals unusual care and self-consciousness in this regard — and this 
merits extended discussion.5 This is so not least because of the variety 
of identifiable poets who make up Ganas' canon in action: Solomos, 
Cavafy, Sikelianos, Karyotakis, Seferis, the folk poets — and perhaps, 
as I shall tentatively suggest below, T.S. Eliot himself.6 

The third way in which tradition is important is more general: it 
concerns what may be called Ganas' pietas towards his family and by 
extension his Epirot homeland. Faced with an Athens unpropitious for 
poetry, he turns to an older provincial home, to the dead poets, and to 
dormant forms which may be restored to life, in order to overcome the 
threat of aphasia.7 

Where these three threads come together is in Ganas' most recent 
collection, with which this paper will tentatively end. Up to that point I 
shall take a small selection of poems in mainly chronological order, in 
order to exhibit sufficient formal variety, but also in the hope of 
assessing what such formal manoeuvres amount to. We might usefully 
bring to mind here an apophthegm of another Greek poet: 'Power in 
poetry begins with anxiety.' The statement comes from Demetrios 
Capetanakis, a poet so anxious about himself that he found success 
writing in English verse rather than Greek.8 

4. See Nasos Vayenas (ed.), H zhnOspman TCOV pop(pcbv (Herakleion 1996) and my paper 
in that volume, 'Ilap&8ocrr| Kai 7tpanoTUJtia: T) rtsptTtTtoari xou iKapiuica' 175-85. 

5. Ganas, however, is averse to both epigraphs and notes (for a significant example of 
the latter see n. 64 below). This distinguishes him from Seferis, let alone from his post-
Seferian contemporary Kyriakos Charalambides; see especially the latter's MEdiazopia 
(Athens 1995). 
6. On Ganas and the canon, see Michalis Pieris, rev. of Mavpa Aidapm, 'OlloXhnt; 39 

(Dec. 1980-Jan. 1981), 69-73. 
7. See, on the question of Epirot localism, G.P. Savidis, rev. rvaXiva ridvveva, now in 

Kaozavoxwpa (Athens 1989), 224-7. 
8. The quotation comes from Demetrios Capetanakis: A Greek Poet in England 

(London 1947), 126. See further my article with the same title, Journal of the Hellenic 
Diaspora 22.1 (1996), 61-75. 
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The particular type of anxiety with which Ganas' career represents an 
attempt to deal is exhibited with some clarity, albeit in a relatively 
primitive form, in the third, highly programmatic, poem from his first 
collection (1978): 

ATAd>H 

Ilapd^evri ktxaveia uvjaxuaBv dyioov 
axovq Spoiiou? uia? noXixeiat; nopvr\q. 
Td udxia TOW;, fiaOid, (pcoccpopî ovxa, 
xpsXaivouv xa crKuXid Kai xou<; voiKoia>paiou<;. 
Mid (piAf| 6veipcov ^7tava7taTpi^exai crxo alu.a |iou, 
MKVO xfj<; TCIO ueydXri? i;evma<;, 
novel TO al|ia (ioi) ad uupnf|yia nXr\y(Oiievo, 
&raxpaxf|pr|xo, imoyeio, Spyaxiico, 
xo alua nou drcoKpivexat ae icd9e xi 7106 dyyi£a>. 

BaBaiveii; xf|v d<pf| |xou dvimopopa, 
HOUCTiKf| itaxpiSa, 
axaepr] <f8ka xd xpayouSia uou.9 

The initial setting is sharply reminiscent of the nightmarish Athenian 
scenes in the work of Lefteris Poulios.10 The poem, however, 
particularly takes its colouring from the word £evmd . The saints that 
appear are revenants flocking to the lifeblood of the poet as the shades 
in Hades flock to the blood of the ram slaughtered by Odysseus: hence 
the reference to the Sfjuov dveipcov of Odyssey 24.12, but more 
relevantly of Seferis' ' 'O Zzpazr\q QaXaaaivbc, d v d u e a a CTTOUCJ 
dyaTtavGouc;' (1942).11 The homeland is both 'musical ' because it 
evokes the world of folk song in which death and exile are seen as 
equivalents, and 'musical' in that it is the only authentic home of the 
Muses, of inspiration — but it is also a noun, 'music': by now the 
homeland itself has disappeared and only its echo remains. Perhaps 
most programmatic of all, Ganas chooses the word 'songs': the word 
'poems' would have altogether a different effect. It is a declaration of 
allegiance to a subterranean tradition, reinforced by the dekapentasyllavos 

9. Ganas, 'AKOBKJXOC; AeXnvoc, (Athens 1978), 8. 
10. See also Ganas, 'AKOBIOZOQ AEITIVOQ, 33, and Lefteris Poulios, ' 'A9f|va\ "EniXoyrj 

1969-1978 (Athens 1982), 57-9. 
11. Giorgos Seferis, IIoir\fiam (Athens 1982), 196-7. 
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of 1.9. 'Unburied in all my poems' would look merely ghoulish (more 
like one of Ganas' acknowledged masters, Sachtouris): 'unburied in all 
my songs' endows the songs with a liturgical role and takes the poem 
full circle.12 

These elements will be developed and enriched in Ganas' subsequent 
work, and at this point it will be useful to provide the essential details of 
his career. Ganas was born in Tsamandas, Thesprotia, in 1944 and has 
lived since 1962 in Athens. He has worked as a bookseller, a television 
producer and scriptwriter, and "since 1989 as a copy-writer in an 
advertising agency. (Perhaps, a mordant commentator might observe, 
the three professions most inimical to poetry.) Ganas has translated the 
Clouds for Karolos Koun (1991) and is the author of a prose work, 
Mrjxpid IlazpiSa (1981). But he is best known for four collections of 
verse, of which the last won the 1994 national poetry prize. These are as 
follows: 'AKGCOIOZCX; Aeinvog (1978), Mavpa Aiddpia (1980), rodfava 
ridvveva (1989), Ilapakoyr} (1993). Ganas' poetic oeuvre now totals 
178 pages, nearly all of the poems under a page long, but sometimes in 
sequences. Several — and this is an important point — have been set to 
music by well-known composers, and like Gatsos before him Ganas is 
now producing lyrics for popular songs.13 

Ganas' first collection contains many good moments, and it is 
certainly free of the customary faults of the period, but it is in his second 
collection that he moves into more ambitious territory, as in the 
following poem: 

X P E T O I ANESTH 

Efyans rcdpei TO |iovo7idxi ytd TO OTUXI 
O&Xaaaa 6Xou8e \ma.\\.nax\a. 6 Ajtpi>.T|<; 
KI 6ao x<Bv6na<Tte ue<; axd TtXaxdvia 
TOCO cjcoTtalvav 5s (pocroCae 
novo jtou ne Koud^av dno \ieaa \iov 
vwTtd xd (idxia xn? drf xd Kepid 
xai <T(pupi£a 9u|xanai xo Xpiaxoi; AVEOXTI. 

12. For a Sachtourian touch see Ganas, 'AKaBiatoq AsmvoQ, 18. 
13. In giving biographical information, I confine myself to the collections' dust-jackets. 

Two recent recordings show Ganas' lyrics to advantage: Eleftheria Arvanitaki-Ara 
Dinkjian, Ta xopfiid Km za fiaxaipia (Polydor 527 059-2, 1994 and Mikis Theodorakis-
Vasilis Lekkas, AOIKIKO noulaxrj [sic] (Sony AKT 483867-2, 1996) 
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D ofcpavoi; 7106 AAyo Jipiv daxpocpopouae 
a'aanpo CTSVTOVI yopi^e Kai ere Ppeyjievo. 

Auo pfinaxa hn'xi] PpCan 6 dSepepoi; xr\q, 
eozaC,e TO Ppaid Kai TO Ttayoupi TOU 
— Xpurt6<;° AvsaTri, raw; Jtepvdg, xi vd TtepvoOae 
Kovxeue xpovo nsQanevoq. 
TCpiae vd \iaq 8 el KI £96^8 6 TOJIOQ 
crdv Kdjroio? vd na? {poowypdqnCe TT| vuxTa.14 

The poem is one of longing for revelation in the tradition of Seferis' 
poem 'Mvf|HT|, a ' j and verbal and thematic echoes are not hard to find: 
the path home (ETCTI rcpoxcbpEoxi CTTO CTKOTGIVO uovondTi) or the tune 
(auXXoyio"tr|Ka vd tpucrfi^co eva CTKOKO); yet the epiphany that takes 
place has nothing of the restorative effect of light in Seferis' work. This 
is the case, above all, because of the light's mechanical and menacing 
character: the photographer in the simile recalls not just a malign agent 
of the security forces but the duplicitous Charos of folk tradition.15 

Ganas' poem here enters a pessimistic dialogue with Seferis' albeit 
tentative visionary moment: 

0d yivei f| dvaCTxaun jndv af>yf|, 
Ttdx; Xa\inovv tr\v fivoi^n Td Sevrpa 0d poSaniaei 

TOO 6p9pou f| napnapuyf). 

In Ganas' poem the phrase 'Christ is risen' brings no message: the gap 
between the quotidian greeting and the hymn whistled by the poetic 
voice in the first part is unbridgeable. Or rather, if it is bridgeable, if 
there is a Resurrection, it is the sinister and temporary one of the ballad 
of the Dead Brother. The poem, despite its clean lines, is bleak and 
mysterious, not least in that we never discover who the female figure is 
(though vGm& hints that she too is dead); and there is some ambiguity as 
to who turns to look at us at the end. Such ambiguity becomes more 
systematic and challenging in another poem with an ostensibly religious 
theme, this time from the next collection: 

14. Ganas, Mavpa Aidapm, 8. 
15. Seferis, noirjfMia, 245-6. For the various guises of Charos, see G. Saunier, Adikia 

(Paris 1979). 
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THE ANAAH'PEnX 

riaxfiuaxa crxo xiovt adv 
xou jxiKpoO rcatStoO KI oura? 
8sv f|tav, OCXE £,<aov yvooaxoo fjxav 
Kavsvo^, 6Xr\ xr\ uipa \|/dxva|i£ KI 6Kr\ 
xf) vC^xa (xe cpaKd, %aaa\i£ 
8uo (jxd 8uo"Paxa cpapdyyia, fiva 
xov oEpvanE (ie xi? xpi^ie? Kai 
Ttoio xo 6(peX,o<;, EKEI rtou o"xau,axdst 
xo EXaxo Kai (TUVEX^EI |XOVO 
xo Pouvo, d^atpva djtdxnxo xo xiovt, x<*>pi? 
Kavsva v/yoq nakr\c, fj ai'|iaxoi;. 
KaGicranE &q xd £r|LiEp(bnaxa iuvovxa<; 
8X0 xo KovidK Kai xpcbyovxa? axaqnSsi;, GSO-TIOU 
CTXO cpax; xf|<; \iepaq xpoud!;a|ie 6 evac, 
&716 xf|v O\|/TI xou fiAAou, pilaus 8u6 
cpcoxoPoXiSs?, fjp9av tie xd sXiKonxepa &716 
Kdxco, tifi<; anKwcrav, xo xiovt yupw 
dTtdxnxo xwpi? Kavsva 
'ixvo? 7tdX.ti<; f\ at'naxoi;.16 

This poem too, like the previous one, is attracted by but comes to 
deny the language of revelation — in that sense it stands at the opposite 
extreme from, say, Vaughan's poems on the Ascension.17 It locates 
itself, rather, in the poetry of quest, represented in Greece by Sikelianos' 
'To Tpayou8i xcov 'Apyovaoxcov' (1928) and Seferis' much better 
known response to it in, especially, ' ApyovafixEc;' from Mythistorema 
(1935): the clinching reference here is 'xpoud^ajiE 6 Evaq <bio xrjv 
6v|/T| TOO &Xlov'.'s The title puns on 'undertaking' and 'Ascension': the 
undertaking was made, by a group, but the Ascension never comes 
about, except in the form of the mechanical agency of the helicopters, 

16. Ganas, Mavpa AiOdpia, 15. The poem's first publication (Tasos Korfis, ed., 58 
<Povkz, Athens 1981, 23) capitalises 'AvaXx\\yz(sx,. 

17. Henry Vaughan, 'Ascension-Day' and 'Ascension-Hymn', The Complete Poems 
(ed. Alan Rudrum, Harmondsworth 1976), 243-6. 

18. See Seferis, IIoir\paxa, 46-7, with my 'Seferis and the classics: a note', Classical 
and Modern Literature 9.4 (Summer 1989), 359-62. This passage of Ganas' poem also 
bears an affinity with Odysseas Elytis, ' H nopeia yid xo UEXCOJIO' from 'Td nd8r| ' in 
To'Aiwv 'Eaxi(Athens 1977), 30-2. 
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which still leaves the real ascension of the One unsolved. Indeed, the 
cognac and raisins have the atmosphere rather of a wake, while we 
wouldn't expect to find snow as late as Ascension Day. 

But what makes the poem most challenging is its form, the jagged 
intersection of syntax and line-endings leaving the referent often 
unclear and suggesting a tortuously exploratory mode: note how often a 
line ends with a conjunction, a preposition, or whatever — always the 
weakest word. The syntax 'appears to repeat, to stand still but is 
nevertheless proceeding in the most deliberate and orderly manner'.19 

This last assessment actually comes from Eliot's essay on Lancelot 
Andrewes, and Eliot embodied his criticism in a celebrated poem with 
which Ganas' poem is perhaps in dialogue. For Ganas' Ascension is in 
a form as chilly as that of Eliot's 'Journey of the Magi' (1927), which 
conveys a comparable emptiness. Space here does not permit a full 
discussion, but there are evident thematic connections: in each of the 
poems the snow line and the tree line respectively play a similar 
structural role, as does the transition in each poem from night to day.But 
while Eliot's Magi are setting out on the journey to the Epiphany, 
Ganas' doubting Apostles are setting out on an inverse journey. What 
the two poems have in common above all is a strikingly similar syntax; 
compare these line-breaks in Eliot: 

All this was a long time ago, I remember, 
And I would do it again, but set down 
This set down 
This: were we led all that way for 
Birth or Death?20 

Yet this apparent formal and thematic interlocution with Eliot's poem 
does not in the least make Ganas' poem a derivative one: rather, it adds 
depth and circumspection to its self-reflexiveness.21 

19. Eliot, 'Lancelot Andrewes' in For Lancelot Andrewes (London 1970), 11-26; 
quotation from p. 22. 

20. Eliot, Collected Poems 1909-1962 (London 1974), 109-10. 
21. If I am right in detecting a verbal echo from Seferis ' X) £xp&TT|<; ©cdaacnvoc; 

dvdp.£aa 0"toi>5 dyditavGoui;' (Iloiri/jara, 196-7), then the notion that Ganas' poem 
concerns itself with the nature of inspiration becomes persuasive: 

oi dYdrcavGoi repoaxd^ouv auoirf] 
CTTiKcbvovtai; Eva xepdia uapiou uojpou Tfjq'ApapHai; 
t] dKOUT| rd jtarTinaxa uia<; /fivat; CTTOV depa. 
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Later in the same collection Ganas engages in a different dialogue 
with tradition in a different though related form, the prose poem. The 
sequence of prose poems is called Td dypia Kai xa fj/xepa and bears the 
dedication: 'Etov Kcoaxa KpoaxaXAri, uixpoTepo a5eA,(po'.22 Is this 
a gesture of affection or condescension? I think the explanation offered 
by Michalis Pieris is the right one: that the later poet invites his fellow 
Epirot to the ancestral homeland, but in order to point out in a fraternal 
way those things which Krystallis' mainly romanticised poems have left 
out. (Though the very late poem ' X) \\i(0[ionaTr\c,' brings in but then 
evades the dark sexual conflicts explicit in the second poem in Ganas' 
sequence.)23 But we may also add that, in completing his sequence in 
1980, Ganas has reached the age of 35, while his fellow exile to Athens 
died in 1894 at the age of only 26: in that sense too, Krystallis is (always 
now) a little brother. Krystallis, though not a good poet, has meant much 
to better — Sikelianos and Embiricos, for example — but for Ganas it is 
their shared homeland which has pride of place.24 But it is not a 
homeland portrayed as Krystallis portrayed it, as the opening poem of 
the sequence shows: 

'Ep^ovxai xd Jia^ia TtouXad Kai 7te(pxouv |ieaa \iov ne 6p|if). ^Tî cbvco adv 
TOTtio, 8e p7.snco xutoie drf xf| CTKOVTI. 

Etvai o'X,a ficrapa KI ijaxepa 6Xa naopa KI el|xai ^ d KOUKISO axi<; 
Aoxpantq xcov xpwudxcov xou?. Me ndxta KXEIGTO., dvoix^o auKam Kai 
p^eron. BX,era» xo Gauna xr\q Srinioupyiai; ae (ltd x£paxa>8r| &va7tapdrjxaar|. 
'Orcou 6Xa npcoxonXaaxa £yKaxa^.sijtouv xov napdSsiao KaKTiv KaKc5<;. 
OeoyovxaQ. Tid Xi\iveq KI fiypia Pouvd. IYayvwaxa nepr|. 

To Popsio nXaxoq Kai xo HT\KO<; XOO<; £ya>. 'Ayscoypdiprixoi; Ptoxojtcx;, 
<popcbvxa<; Jtdva> &n 6Xa a()xd gva Tta^io (utoucpdv.25 

The Greek prose poem has flourished in other able hands, notably 
those of Jenny Mastoraki, and a comparison of this sequence with her 

22. Ganas, Mavpa AiOapia, 21. 
23. Piens, rev. Mavpa Aidapia, 71; see [Kostas] Krystallis, "Anavza (ed. Michalis 

Peranthis, Athens 1952), 291-8. 
24. See Andreas Embiricos, 'ToO atydypoo,' 'Ohczava (Athens 1980), 32-4; though one 

feels that the reference to Krystallis is merely brought in for the pun on KpoaxaAAa 
earlier in the sentence (p. 33). 

25. Ganas, Mavpa AiOapia, 21. 
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work of the same period would be revealing.26 But Ganas' sequence has 
its origin, not in Krystallis, though his antithetical title resembles the 
title D -cpayouSiaTTiq TOO x<»ptoC Kai TTJ<; aravr|<; (1892): instead it 
comes from Stephanos Granitsas' popular natural history book (first 
published in instalments in 1912-14), Ta dypia Kai xa fjfiepa xov 
fiovvov Kai xov koyyov, which includes several of the same animals.27 

Yet it's perfectly clear from this opening poem that traditional material 
is being used in a new way, not just through the allusion to Prometheus, 
but also through the concluding anachronism. Like a Titan, the figure of 
the poet is here seen as lying hugely beneath the earth (in this case at the 
far Northwest of Greece), but the poem's last word is foreign, urban, 
modern and self-depreciating. It is striking that such an ironic self-
mythologising of the poet, in exactly the same form, had appeared a few 
years earlier in Geoffrey Hill's Mercian Hymns (1971); though this, I 
imagine, is to point out a significant convergence ramer than a direct 
influence. The sixth poem of Hill's sequence may be compared for its 
similar chthonic emphasis and indeed comparable denouement: 

The princes of Mercia were badger and raven. Thrall to their freedom, I dug and 
hoarded. Orchards fruited above clefts. I drank from honeycombs of chill 
sandstone. 

'A boy at odds in the house, lonely among brothers.' But I, who had none, 
fostered a strangeness; gave myself to unattainable toys. 

Candles of gnarled resin, apple-branches, the tacky mistletoe. 'Look' they said 
and again 'look.'But I ran slowly; the landscape flowed away, back to its source. 

In the schoolyard, in the cloakrooms, the children boasted their scars of dried 
snot; wrists and knees garnished with impetigo.28 

In another part of his rich collection, significantly titled, 'Bfiuata 
7uaa>', Ganas engages with the most flag-wavingly traditional form 

26. Jenny Mastoraki, 'Iaxopieq yia xa fladia (Athens 1983), with discussion in Karen 
Van Dyck, Kassandra and the Censors (Ithaca, NY 1997). 

27. Stephanos Granitsas, Ta aypia Kai xa f\pzpa xov fiouvov Kai xov Aoyyov (Athens 
1976); see Pieris, rev. Mavpa AWdpia, 70. 
28. Geoffrey Hill, Mercian Hymns (London 1971), VI. The possibility of influence on 

Ganas is small, but it is worth noting his translator John Stathatos' publication, 
'ZKOidSia: eiaaycoyf] o"Tf|v 7toiT|an TOO Geoffrey Hill', Xapxnq 2 (September 1982), 
172-5. 
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available, the sonnet, and in taking this path he is rather more out of step 
with the 1970s: 

TON TA<DO MOY TON OEAii ITA XAYTEIA 

Aepicre? (ie xpaPoov hriio navtKi, 
A0f|va nou yendxri KaXkioxela. 
Tov xdcpo |iou xov Oetao axd XauxeTa, 
siKocri xpovta croC 7cA.r|pcuvto VOIKI. 

Exov (3nvo vd Ttepvouv Pouvd Kai 5dcrr|, 
vepdiSe? (pacrKiconevei; naCpa pou^a. 
Kdxi crdv &%n u\ouX,apioC nob GOV '%a 
os noio Xeaxpopeio xo'xco xdrjEt. 

riotd xpeXa, ni.q, \iov, |xe xxorcdEi axi<; <pxepve<; 
Kai (pevym Kai KuXdw adv xo xorci, 
lis yf|7t6Sa Poupd Kai ne xaPspveq 

crxd crcoBiKd. Ol fiv9pco7toi KI oi XOJIOI, 
i;svoi nob (icnd̂ ouv axi<; (peoxoypaqne? 
Tiou Pyd^ane ae fiXXei; f)X.iKie<;.29 

The opening lines have a distinct ring of popular song and are a 
reminder that in the heyday of free verse it was only popular song, 
particularly in the masterly hands of Gatsos, that kept traditional forms 
alive — the fact that Ganas' poems have been set to music reinforces 
this connection. I fancy that the reference to the lost ticket should also 
put us onto a so-called 'traditional' poetic voice rediscovered in the 
1970s after decades of neglect, and Skarimbas' delicious poem, 'To 
elaufipio'. There the speaker's escape from this world is frustrated by 
the mere mislaying of a ferry ticket, leaving him sadly concluding: 'Kai 
0X0 yid KETVO TO eicuxfipio vd Xeco'.30 The same post-Symbolist 
yearning characterises Karyotakis, also with a strong dose of irony, so it 
is fitting that Ganas' poem begins with a phrase which echoes the start 
of Karyotakis' ' Tiupaxfipio rcevGiuo Kai KaxaKopocpo': '|aaiav8poi 

29. Ganas, Mavpa Aiddpia, 37. 
30. Giannis Skarimbas, "AnavtEC, axixoi (Athens 1970), 53-4. Another cult figure who 

had preserved the idea that a living poet could be writing formal verse was of course 
Nikos Kavvadias; a younger poet who was using traditional forms satirically, Christos 
Valavanidis. 
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CTTO X°P° tovq ue TpaPave ' . Just as Karyotakis in 1927 ironically 
praises a factory-produced plaster ceiling, so Ganas' poem expresses an 
attraction for a hellish part of town and for Athens as still, in however 
debased a sense, the home of to kalon.^ 

The sonnet's sestet introduces the idea of escape from Athens, but 
escape there is none. In fact the rural past as dreamt of in lines 4-5 is 
irrevocably dead, and the yearning for it a poetic Achilles' heel. All of 
Greece is contaminated by the image of urban life, and the 
homophonous rhyme, TOTU-TOTIOI carries a sense of stultification 
derived in part from another poetic antecedent, Cavafy. We may recall 
the TE[%X\-T;\)XT] rhyme in ' T e t ^ n ' but also the general spirit of ' H 
noliq': 'KaivoCpiooq zonovq 8ev 0d Ppeiq . . . H noXiq 0a a e 
<XKoX,oo0eT.'32 The milieu depicted, then, may be much like that we find 
in Poulios' often vivid poetry of modern Athens, but it is here described 
with an allusive coolness rather than frenetic heat. 

A somewhat higher emotional temperature, and an apparently closer 
relation to the traditional aspirations of the Greek sonnet, comes in the 
following poem: 

nNirMENOS TOSA XPONIA 

Zxov QecxpiXo Zcozqpiov 

riviynevoi; xoaa xpovia KI efoat rcdvxa 
\1nr\y\1evoc, &xlv°? crtov oupavo CTOU. 
riepvoucje xOeq £7tdva> CTXO Kotvo CTOU, 
arixri xaYv <DtX.iaxa>v f| (mdvxa. 

Sxfi GdXaaaa, axo x<»na Od'xav t8ia 
acrrcpa xd KOKaWi CTOU Kai yXstwisva. 
'OA.a Poupd Kai 6Xa \i\.Xr\\iiva, 
^.oyta u,ou X,U7iT)H6va KaxoiKi8ia. 

31. K.G. Karyotakis, IJoiri^aza Kai KEQO. (ed. G.P. Savidis, Athens 1988), 113, and 
Savidis' introduction to that volume, with my further remarks in The Shade of Homer 
(Cambridge 1989), 139-40. 

32. C.P. Cavafy, noiij/naza (ed. G.P. Savidis, Athens 1981), I, 106, 15. Another allusion 
to "HnoXic,' is to be found in Ganas' 'Ai7tTUX° H'> rvdXiva ndvveva (Athens 1989), 18; 
this poem's last lines also echo Karyotakis' 'ISavtKoi auxoxetpE?', noirifiaza Kai ne(d, 
114. 
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To xept too end (puKia d exet pi^et 
vd TO 'KoPa \)/t|>.d u' Sva Spemxvt, 
6 KOCTHOI; adv liuXonetpa vd xpi^si, 

vd PyoCv drf TO Geopaxo Triydvt 
TO ydpia TOO KaXoyepou Kai jcio-co 
TT|V nopTa dvdueo-d ua? vd nf|v KXeicco.33 

The place-name mentioned in the poem is a reminder of the close 
proximity to Epirus of Corfu, which with the other Ionian Islands is the 
prime home of the Greek sonnet, including several famous elegies. 
Again, the echo of Karyotakis' TlpePe^a' (1928) with the rhyme on 
imdvta is not merely ironical but wistful — a sign of the depopulation 
that Ganas refers to more explicitly elsewhere.34 So this is a very 
geographically and poetically located poem (where, one might add, so 
many of Ganas' contemporaries are dislocated, even deracinated).35 

The octave expresses grief and poetic powerlessness: words are 
KatoiKiSia: urban-dwelling, tamed, even (so to speak) de-clawed. It is, 
then, in the sestet that the hope for power and transcendence takes 
shape, in terms which owe much to the traditional sonnets of Mavilis 
and Sikelianos. Significantly, a sonnet of Sikelianos on Mavilis ends 
with a picture of the dead hero as being between sky and sea like a 
setting sun.36 

Of course, Ganas has taken an unheroic victim of drowning for his 
subject, but the sestet not only suggests an heroic act, with the scythe 
recalling Cronos' castration of Uranus (and of course oupavoq appears 
in line 2), but also engages antagonistically with earlier texts, and in 
particular with Mavilis' sonnet 'KepKupa' (1895), which refers to the 

33. Ganas, Mavpa Aidapia, 39. 
34. Karyotakis, norf\paza, 141-2. 
35. Savidis, rev. FvdXiva ridvveva, discusses the question of Ganas' Epirot roots and (if 

it exists) School; the issue of the extension of a national poetry's geography is raised by 
Helen Vendler in her introduction to The Faber Book of Contemporary American Verse 
(London 1987), 14-15. It might be rewarding to compare Ganas' work with that of James 
Wright on his childhood in the depressed Appalachian town of Martins Ferry, Ohio. The 
deliberate pace of Wright's short lines, his speaking for a family outside the world of 
letters, and his search for an ancestor in the neglected form of Sherwood Anderson, all 
present parallels to elements we have detected in Ganas' work. See Above the River: The 
Complete Poems of James Wright (Newcastle 1992). 
36. Angelos Sikelianos, TIopxpaiTO TOU MaPiXn', AvpiKOQ Bioq (Athens 1981), II, 90. 
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legend that the Phaeacians sprang from the god's severed genitals.37 The 
wish to restore the dead friend to life is at the same time an attempt to 
lay violent hands on the tradition and to wrench it into harmony with the 
poet's wishes. 

For the reference to cpuKia surely recalls the seal's lament for the 
drowned child at the end of Papadiamandis' 'To uupoXoyi xf\q 
(pcbKiaq' (explicitly alluded to by Ganas elsewhere).38 The reference to 
the mill-wheel has personal resonances, for the poet's grandfather's mill 
is prominent elsewhere in the collection — but the expression is unusual 
enough that we might well want to relate it to an arresting phrase early 
on in Sikelianos' 'AXaypoiaKmwq: 'ad uuXoXiOapo "cpi^et 6 ri^ioc;'. 
(Let us not forget that a large part of Sikelianos' poem consists of an 
elegy for a dead childhood friend who excelled at swimming.)39 The 
monk's fish are interestingly used. In the familiar folk tradition, when 
Constantinople was about to fall, a monk was frying seven fish and 
vowed that he'd never believe the Turks would prevail until his fish 
came back to life — which they then of course did.40 But where the 
miracle was in tradition a bad portent, Ganas makes it a version of the 
lover's adynaton linking the dead man's life on earth and death by 
water.41 And finally, after all this dense and strenuous wrestling with the 
elements of tradition, the poem ends with the lost hope not to shut the 
door between life and death. The poem's last line quietly, modestly 
shuts a door on the aspirations generated in the poet by the inherited 
heroic form of a Mavilis or Sikelianos sonnet. 

The point is that, while many poets of Ganas' generation do little more 
than assemble more or less arresting images, his is a voice haunted (but 
not hag-ridden) by the lines of earlier poets.42 A much more overt use of 
tradition as a reference point in his next collection ruahva ridvveva 
(1989) brings this out in ingenious fashion. The poem in question is 

37. Lorentzos Mavilis, 'Kepicupa', Ta TIoir]paxa (ed. Georgios Alisandratos, Athens 
1990), 68. 
38. Ganas, IIapaXoyr\, 22. 
39. The mill: Mavpa AiOdpia, 29. For the line of 'AAappotoiacoTog, see Sikelianos, 

AvpiKOQ Bioq (Athens 1981), 85; also the poem 'MotpoXot', 143-7. 
40. N.G. Politis, IJapaSajeig (Athens 1904), 21. 
41. The most celebrated example of such an adynaton is to be found in the PipaSa 

Kopriz Kai viov, cf. Hubert Pernot (ed.), Chansonspopulaires grecques (Paris 1931), 72-4. 
42. So Pieris, rev. Mavpa AiOdpia, 69. 
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dedicated to the late G.P. Savidis, who wrote an absorbing account of 
Karyotakis' poetic influence. 

MNHM KT. KAPYfiTAKH 

nap&0upa nov Koupaae f| 0ea 
axfj NiKaia, CTIO MET?, axfiv KaXXiGsa 
Kai Sev UTtopoOv VaM.di;ouv Jtspipd^ov. 

Td xxi^ouv sva fe'va xd Karuieva 
CTX&V xoî cov xd TtXeupd Kai z&v \isxaXXmv, 
avGpamot crdv tesva adv £nsva. 

Sxo xeXoc, xd 5ovXei>ov\ oi x^anx^fjSsi; 
ypdcpovxa? xxc, 6nd8e<; nov byanave. 
Oaivsxat Ka9apd nooo itovave 
d £\iaq xovq \iavmKovc, HJtavtaxipx^fjSe?. 

Oi evoiKoi Kpsufivs xiq Koupxivei;, 
vd Kpuyouv xi af&X.r|9eia KI arto Ttoiove. 
'D>.oi xo 1810 y56vovxai Kai xpeove 
Kai xdvovxai axou KpePaxtoO xiq Sivec;. 

Tiaxi vd xeXetcbvsi Xvm\\itva 
xo 7toirma TCOU xoaoi KaxotKoovs. 
Iloioi; xd^a vd xo xpeaoE oi |ieva 
Kai Tticrco dito xr|v 7tXdxr| (tou yeXouve 
SVOVKOI, £pyoA,dpot, Oupoopoi.. .43 

The poem is at first sight something of a cento from Karyotakis. 
Windows are familiar from the restricted world of Karyotakis' poems, 
and line 3 alludes to the minor poets of "OX.01 ua£i ' , who fall victim to 
'TOO "TtepiPdXAovTOc;", xf\q "£no%f\q"'. Again, Kar iu iva of the 
windows echoes KCUIUEVOI of the sad mechanical civil servants. Yet the 
form is not one ever used by Karyotakis, but rather one which he might, 
with his love of the topsy-turvy, have thought up: think of the opening 
gambit of the poem "HMcna ' , which actually begins with a bracketed 
sentence.44 What we have here is a subtle variation, a la maniere de 
Karyotakis, which would be almost baroque were the language not so 

43. Ganas, rvdXiva ridvveva, 21. It is a feature of this colllection that all of the poems 
have dedications, listed in the Contents rather than above the poems; a few poems 
dedicated to the dead have a dedication as part of the text. 

44. See Karyotakis, Iloiflfiaza Kai 7iE(d, 82. As so often, Palamas had got there first: 
see no. 13 of Eaxipma yuftvdafiaxa, "Anavxa (Athens n.d.), 243. 
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plain. We have an inverted sonnet (of course Karyotakis wrote several 
sonnets, notably 'Ar|u6aioi t>7td^X.riXoi') with a coda like the four-line 
envoi to a ballade (and of course Karyotakis has a 'MnaXavxa azobc, 
a5o^ou<; noix\xkq TC&V alcbvcov'), except that it has an extra line which 
rhymes with nothing and leaves the poem suspended on its final ellipse, 
and indeed with a missing syllable as compared with the rest.45 This last 
line is, then, radically amputated and incongruent, evoking the 
overwhelming over-population of Athens, which will flood over the 
despised poet. 

What the poem actually says is admirably sharp and clear and 
requires little commentary. In, as it were, the poem proper, the upside-
down sonnet, the glaziers' football slogans are a parody of the poetic 
act, the peeping toms a sinister parody of the artist. Tenants (evotKOi) 
behave as if guilty (evoxoi), and at best their lives are as empty as those 
of the Preveza housewives.46 Their disappearance looks like a suitable 
place for the poem to end — and very Karyotakian, too. 

But there is a further twist of the knife, the envoi. As used in the 
original form of the ballade, it often serves as an address to a patron, and 
so it is here — except that here, the poet, now singular and separate 
from the Athenian population, wonders just who has imposed this task 
(xpeoi;) on him.47 The city is full of promiscuous, undistinguished 
crowds who mock him; and in the end the poet takes on the 
characteristics of a rueful, ironic martyr like Karyotakis himself, whose 
ballade concludes with a similar self-reflexive question and vista of 
humiliation: 

Kai K&TCOTE oi p.eM.ounsvoi Kaipoi: 
TI0161; a8o£,oq itovfixrn;' 0eX,a> vd TCOCVE 
'xf|v gypaye (u&v fixat nevi%pr\ 
u.7iaX,dvxa axoix; 7iotr|xs<; ciSo^oi jtou Vai;'48 

45. Karyotakis, TIoir\p.aza Kai nEt,d, 27. 
46. Karyotakis, Yloir\paza Kai JIEC,&, 141-2. For a pun similar to the one here see 

'M.I.r ' , AKaBiaxoz Aeinvog, 28: 'TU\|/SK; xrj<; KapuSiac;'. 
47. The notion of xp£°$ underlies Solomos' Oi "EAevOspoi IIoAwpKrifisvoi and 

Seferis' reflections on that poem in AoKi/is;, I, 263. 
48. See Embiricos, "Oxav oi euKdXimxoi Gpot^ouv axii; hXkkzc,,' Vxxava, 62-6; and 

compare Ganas' IlapaXoyrj, 31, with its further echo of Karyotakis' "Eupaxripto 
jtEvGtuo Kai KaxaKopixpo'. 
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In order to complete this cursory view of Ganas as a formal 
experimenter, I turn to his last collection, Flapakoyr] (1993), which ties 
together all the previous threads of tradition in an ambitious manner, 
and with reference to a source which, while evident from the first 
collection, is now more of a shaping presence. Perhaps it would be best, 
if we are to take this challenging book's complexities seriously, to turn 
first to its opening poem in the terms it sets itself before looking at more 
general issues. 

'Epxovxcu neps<; rcou ̂ exvctco raS? \ie Xeve. 

'Epxovxai vuxxe? Ppoxepsi; PauPaKepec; 6nix^E<; 
f d^Eupt yivsxai craupi uaxspa crxdxu 
9po!£ei (ie noXXa 8psrcavia 
av|/()<; louXtcx; axr\ \iear\ xou xeiucova. 
BX.87ta) xo 6(pavxo xoC KOCTHOU vd ^Xcbvexai 
dopaxo xo xepi 7106 £,r\Xwve,i 
Kai xpejico \ir\v Kernel xo vfjp.a. 
Nfjua vspoO CTXTI(I6VI %(opic, tivf|p.r| 
axayova 5id(pavr| at Ppua Kai Xei%r\v£<; 
vi(pd8a-xvo68i xoov pouvrov 
xaX.d̂ i-(puX.Xop6Xo 
KI a^atpva aKd(pav8po ^ecrxo 
axfjv KIPCOXO xf\q \ir\zpaq. 
'Apxato aKoxdSi xf|Kexat Kai xpi^ei 
dxeiporeoiriXTi cp^oyixaa TCOU XO yXeicpst. 

Zwayaryec, fcSdxoov uexoi itpoyovot rcayexcovEi; 
axf)v Ttdxvri dK6p.r| ir\q dvoovopiat;.49 

It is not hard to discern affinities between this and, in a general way, 
Seferis; and later poems in the collection openly allude to Solomos, 
Papadiamandis, Sikelianos, Karyotakis.50 Yet, although the poem describes 

49. Ganas, TlapaXoyr), 8. 
50. For Seferian echoes, compare lines 3-5 with the end of Tldvco a svav i;£vo OTI^O' and 

with 'TEXEUXOIOI; o"xa9p.6<;': Seferis, IJoirifiaxa,, 87-9, 212-15. Solomos is quoted on p. 8: 
'DXiyo (f&c, Kai uaKptvo a s usya OTCOXOI; KI E'puo'; the title of Papadiamandis' 'To 
uupoXoyi xf|5 ipcbKiac,' on p. 22; Sikelianos is quoted: see n. 60 below, but the sexual 
communion of p. 9 also has something in common with 'To Ttpcoxoppozi', Avpwoq BWQ, 
II, 110-11; for Karyotakis, see n. 48 above. 
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a haunting, it has a voice both familiar and individual. The last 
delicately balanced line speaks volumes about the poem's purposes, 
which are described more fully (and clumsily) in the blurb: 

Paraloge is not a collection of poems gathered into a book. As its title shows, it is 
a single poem, with marked narrative elements and with as its basic thematic axes 
love and death. A polyphonic poem. Only that the voices come from the opposite 
shore. As in the Nekyia of the Odyssey and in the folk ballads, the dead speak 
here. 

Let this not sound blasphemous. We all hear 'ideal voices and beloved' 
speaking to us, usually in our own words. 

In Paraloge can be heard the voice of the Dead Brother and the voices of the 
well loved or the never met dead, which come and tell their own stories. Words 
never said, unspoken loves and secrets on which death has set its seal. 

The poem develops without strict formal constraints and with a metrical 
freedom which extends from the pure dekapentasyllavos and the haikuto free 
verse and dramatic dialogue.51 

The sequence consists of twenty-seven constituent poems, all but the 
last under one page long, and some very short indeed. The forms, as 
suggested, vary widely but, as the blurb's reference to Cavafy's 
'i5aviK6<; (proves Kt ayanr\\i£veq' might suggest, the basic rhythm is a 
muted sort of iambic in lines of varying length.52 (In fact Ganas and 
other formalist poets were attacked in the wake of the book's 
publication for being metrically retrograde, with a hidden agenda which 
made them much the same as royalists!)53 Allusions to Greek poets are 
legion, and a particular importance derives from the poem's dialogue 
with, this time, a living poet, Sachtouris. 

In 1948, Sachtouris published a collection with the pregnant title 
Ilapakoya u;. Not least because of its archaic spelling, this had a number of 
connotations, referring not only to the name conventionally given to Greek 
ballads of non-historical content, but also conveying the irrationality 

51. On this, see Evripidis Garandoudis' review of IJapaAoyfi, TIoir\at] 2 (Autumn 
1993), 155-8. 
52. Cavafy, 'Ocovec;', noiryxaTa, 91. On Cavafy's iambics see Peter Mackridge, 

'Versification and signification in Cavafy', MoXvfJdo-KOvduXo-neXeKrjrriQ 2 (1990), 
125-43. On the last page of his collection (35) Ganas actually says 'KI av 6.nayyeXXa> 
svav i'aupo x^-fflpo'. 

53. Garandoudis, rev. IlapaXoyr], expresses reserve more temperately. 
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(Tiapd^oyo) of those troubled years.54 As Sachtouris' career has gone 
on he has produced several intersections, semantic and rhythmical, with 
the violent and troubling world of the folk ballads, and it is to this 
heritage that Ganas here pays tribute. (He has done so more openly in 
1995 with a poem dedicated to Sachtouris.) So it is not surprising to find 
love and death treated with the dark colours of the ballads and 
Sachtouris' variations on them, or to find Ganas using two staple folk 
metres in the collection.55 But the particular originality of the book lies 
centrally elsewhere. 

The twenty-seven poems move in sequence, but while most seem to 
be in the albeit haunted persona of the poet, twelve are in italics, 
representing omer voices which the speaking voice's modest and semi-
involuntary necromancy has summoned up. While we begin and end 
with the central poetic voice, the seven poems at the book's heart are in 
the voice of a forger, Grigoris Raptis, who murders his female lawyer 
out of unrequited love, and in other places we have the imagined words 
of friends and family.56 Now this 'polyphonic' method is familiar from 
recent Greek fiction, some of it distinguished. Yet one may relate this 
elaborate scheme very particularly to Ganas' homeland on the Albanian 
border, and to provide a pressing reason for this polyphonic method's 
being employed with so much colouring from the anonymous poetry of 
the Greek folk. For Ganas comes from the only part of Greece with a 
polyphonic tradition of folk song, once heard never forgotten, and with 
a clearly important affinity with church music. A simple song, say, of 
£evm& becomes highly complex, with two main voices, a drone, and a 
fourth voice which moves above and below the melodic line in a curious 

54. See Miltos Sachtouris, Iloirjpaxa 1941-1971 (Athens 1971). For graphic examples 
of the use of folk poetry's rhythms and motifs by Sachtouris see, e.g. the following poems 
from that volume: "H ^T|CTp.ovT|HEvr|' (32), "H it>.r|YcouEVTi &VOI£T|' (40), "O fioOoc;' 
(50), 'Tou Ttupyou' (78), ' "H Tttiyf)' (109). See also Giannis Dallas, IlXdywq koyoq 
(Athens 1989), 338-56. Ganas' poem dedicated to Sachtouris (a reworking of one of the 
latter's poems) appears in Pevpaza 28 (Nov.-Dec. 1995), 101. 

55. These metres are, of course, the dekapentasyllavos and the Maniat eight-syllable 
metre found on p. 12 of the collection, which recalls the Maniat version of the Dead 
Brother: see Giorgos Ioannou (ed.), To At)poziKO Tpayovdi. TlapaXoye; (Athens 1983), 
41-3. Earlier palpable quotations from folk song in Ganas' work include TIoAAd pfiuaxa 
7uo"co', Mavpa Aidapia, 36, 'XpiaxouYevvtdTiKti iaxopia', TvaXiva Tldvreva, 14-16. 

56. I presume this is a real case. 
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yodel. This last voice is significantly called K\(acTr\q — very 
significantly, in the light of lines 6-8 of Ganas' opening poem.57 

Ganas is of course only the latest in a succession of Greek poets who 
have drawn on folk song; but the way in which he weaves a tradition of 
both anonymous and authored poetry into a pattern is highly original. 
Above all, the revelatory idiom of three earlier poets to whom folk 
poetry was important is strongly but subtly present: Solomos, 
Sikelianos, Seferis. It is only with the last poem that this balancing of 
tradition and the individual talent perhaps comes unstuck, and Ganas' 
claim to being (in Harold Bloom's terms) a 'strong poet' looks weaker. 

The last line of the twenty-second poem would have made a nice 
ending to the collection: 'Kai aPf|vco 8inXa uou zr\ Xaurca'.58 Instead, 
Ganas presses on, ending with the longest poem. This begins with a 
Solomian address to the TtaTpiSa (recall "ATdtpri' at the beginning of 
this paper), and culminates by quoting Sikelianos and (more or less) 
Seferis.59 The poetic voice wanders much like the voice at Seferis' 
Asine, seeking an apparently lost homeland, and concludes: 

Kai Xea vai - £8a> - CTTO cpax; Oavdxcocre \ie. 

Tiati TO <\>&q 9d n&<; 5IK<XCTEI 
KI &ki\iovo afijioiov (popdst naxoyodA.ia. 

The first phrase quotes Sikelianos' poem 'MaPilr|<;', itself translating 
Ajax's famous words in Homer: £v 5e (pdet Kai oXeaaov - 'axb cptoc; 
GavdTraae uai;'.60 I am not sure about the wisdom of this; and so too 
with the last, intensely Seferian lines: there is to my mind a tonal 
problem here. It is rather clamorous, as if Ganas, in writing a sequence 
of this sort, is setting out to vie with Mythistorema and Thrush. And so 
many are the echoes of Seferis in Ganas' poem that it looks at times 

57. See Simon Karas, sleeve-note to TpayovSia rfjg 'Hneipov (LbXXoyoc, npbc, 
Atd5oaiv Ttjt; EGVIKTJI; MouaiKfji; 111) (Athens 1975). 

58. Ganas, IlapaXoyrf, This is a Cavafian touch: see e.g. 'Kouaapicov', ' Ev 4c7iEpa\ 
IJoifinara, 69-70, 87. 

59. Solomos, Iloififtam Kai ns(d (ed. Stylianos Alexiou, Athens 1994), 237. 
60. Ganas, IlapaXoyr}, 35; Sikelianos, 'Mapi^nc;', AvpiKOg Biog, II, 68-9. 
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almost like a cento.61 Ganas wouldn't be the first or the last post-
Seferian poet (Sinopoulos is a distinguished example) to show that 
head-on confrontation with the master isn't the way forward. Yet the 
fact that Seferis himself could at his weakest be under the influence of 
Cavafy and Eliot is to make us strike a note of caution — quite apart 
from the etiquette of ending this paper on a carping note.62 So I shall 
conclude by looking at a poem from this collection striking in form and 
feeling: 

Nd pi Oupaaai - paoiXuca vd xpifisig axig naXdpeg aov yid vd Oopaaai - Kai 
SdKpva noXXd vd xvvsig dxav pi Oopaaai - dxav arjpaivei NavnaKxog-
'ApdxofSa-AeaKdxt] - dxav nepvag raXr)vr;g 18 - nov <5ev nepvag - vd pi 
Oupaaai - bcel xapxid piaoypappiva - naidid nov peyaXcbvovv - TJXiag -
ridvvrjg - xd naiSid pov - iKsinapdnovo "Eppiovr; - nepaoxwoq Mi%dXrj<; Kai 
Xpfjaxog xcbv xpopdxcov - fiaoiXwd vd xpifieig yid vd pi Oopaaai dxav 
arjpaivei Zdpfiaxo - Maopopixdltj 8-6 <t>ihnnoq pa(i pag - &x recopyia -
ridwrj - "EKXopa - NIKO-- ricopyo - vd xoix; neig . . . - vd pi Oopaaxe -
'OppivofSixq KaiIlavaavioo - dnou naxs piIl6nr\ KaiMupaivtj KairidvvaKrj -
Kaipr\ pov ypdcpeig -Siv oKiqneoai Spiva dxav ypapeig - oKecpxeaai avxo nov 
ypdxpziQ, - KI Syco (jixdw pvr\-pr\ - neivdm pvr\-pt\ Kaidiy/du) pvfi-pt] - Kai pi) 
uag Pydkw &K'XT\ C,oir\ aag -5ev xo OiXm - iav xo diXt^aeg - dopf\oov -xcopig 
iaevaSsv vndpxco - xcopig ip&g efore peioy/rjcpia (OAOIMAZI) xmPK iodg 
dcrxd yeyvpvcopiva - Kai pf\v dxovg ndvm Kai Kdxco KOopoq - e'iaaaxe f\ 
naxpiSa pag KI ipsig ^Evixepivoi.1'3 

In the poem that precedes this one, an echo of the liturgy (Y^UKU uou 
eap) sets off the opening lines of a ballad in which a merchant is 
ambushed and killed by what turns out to be his own brother. This in 
turn, via a painfully slow and child-like act of writing, and then in turn 
an echo, leads to another italicised quotation this time identified by a 
note at the back of the book. It comes (adapted) from a poem by the late 

61. The atmosphere in the poem comes out of recollections of Seferis, 'AT|UOTIK6 
TpayouoY, 'X3 PaaiXaai; xf\q'AaivT\q', 'KixXrf, "Ayi&vcata A'' {IIoiT)paxa,25, 185-7, 
217-29, 233). Notable is the introduction of ancient settings (even if Cassope is in Ganas' 
native Epirus) and words (auX.6i;, honiha, 86pu) not met with in Ganas' earlier work. It 
would be arbitrary to see these as off limits for Ganas just because they are new here; yet 
they do not perhaps so naturally fit into what Cavafy would have called the JtspiOXTl of 
his poetry. 

62. See my paper, 'George Seferis and Theodore Roethke: two versions of Modernism' 
in Dimitris Tziovas (ed.), Greek Modernism and Beyond (Lanham, Md. 1997) 167-79. 

63. Ganas, YlapaXoyi) 27. 
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Christos Bravos, a native of Grevena (about whom both Ganas and 
Sachtouris have written poems) and it challenges the folk belief that 
there is no music in the Underworld: emov PioXad 8EV rcai^ouve.64 

Tradition, as summoned up by Ganas, here subsumes namedness and 
anonymity within a consoling ceremony. 

But Ganas' necromancy brings us in the next poem the imagined 
words of the dead poet Christos Bravos. Though written out as prose, 
each constituent part between the fragmenting dashes is iambic: the 
voice that comes from the underworld keeps getting cut off as if by a 
bad connection but still consists of, or coalesces around, poetic kernels. 
The recollections of the pleasant life of the world echo those of the rich 
young men in Hades who address the narrator in Apokopos. This early 
fifteenth-century Cretan work, the first poem in the modern language to 
be printed (1509), is itself indebted to folk tradition: Ganas actually 
echoes the Cretan poem with the words 'OTCXV crriuatVEi Edppato'.65 

But the passage also presents us with the sort of real-life details familiar 
from Sinopoulos' NeKpodemvoq or, even more appositely, Anagnostakis' 
poem ' 'Oxav hno%a\pkn\aa . . .,6b The dialogue with these recent and 
highly self-reflexive poems is a reminder that the feelings of separation 
from the living which the dead poet feels are greater still than those felt 
by others. The dead in Apokopos are tormented by the knowledge that 

64. For the ballad see Ioannou (ed.), TlapaXoyk,, 31-43. Other poems for or on Bravos 
are in Sachtouris, 'EKXonXaap.axa (Athens 1986), 10-11 and Ganas, TnaXtva TidwEva, 8, 
28. Ganas' note on Bravos is on p. 36; for violins and the underworld see e.g. N.G. Politis 
(ed.), 'EKkoyai daib xd xpayovSta xov &XXr\vtKox> Xaov (Athens 1979), 219 (no. 209). 

65. Bergadis, 'AitOKonoq [with 7f BoaxonovXa] (ed. Stylianos Alexiou, Athens 1979), 
31 (line 449); see also Margaret Alexiou, 'Literature and popular tradition' in David 
Holton (ed.), Literature and Society in Renaissance Crete (Cambridge 1991), 239-74. G.P. 
Savidis, in a communication delivered in 1991 which Ganas may have known of, 
identifies the work as the starting point of Modern Greek literature: TIOTE apayeg 
apxi^si f| veoxEpri EXATIVIKTI ^oycuExvia;' in Nikolaos M. Panayotakis (ed.), Origini 
delta letteratura neogreca (Venice 1993), I, 37-41. 

66. Manolis Anagnostakis, Ta noir\paxa 1941-1971 (Athens 1992), 128-9. Also 
relevant is Takis Sinopoulos' title poem from NeKpoSemvog (Athens 1972), with its 
truncated phrases; though the manner in which they are truncated is visually and 
rhythmically different. Traces of Sinopoulos' manner are to be found in Ganas' first 
collection, and Sinopoulos' last book, To ytcpi^o tpcoq (repr. Athens 1995) is not without 
affinities. Note in particular Sinopoulos' poem, Tr|UEubo"Ei(; VI' in EnXXoyi] II (Athens 
1980), 112: 'Nd ypdya) pid Ttapdypacpo-Ttapodoyf] yid xov Xpicrrocpopo'. 
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they are forgotten on earth, even by their wives, but the poet's need for 
remembrance is more urgent still. This is where the concluding 
reference to Karyotakis comes in (by the most Karyotakian device of an 
ungainly set of brackets). In ''DXot ua^i' Karyotakis satirises the tribe 
of poets (himself included) who go around together in a lumpen kind of 
way.67 The voice of the dead poet in Ganas' poem warns that poets will 
actually come to lose their poetic individuality if they are not in 
communion with tradition and what is paradoxically the still bigger 
group of the dead.68 And yet, in the poem's very traditional-sounding 
last line, only this world is seen as our home. It is on the horns of this 
dilemma that the poem ends, in a manner which exemplifies Ganas' 
distinctive gifts of technique and feeling. 

From Apokopos to Anagnostakis: Ganas is, I hope to have shown, a 
resourceful poet in that, among other things, he draws on the full 
resources of modern Greek poetry in order to create his own voice. To 
read him is to be inspired to re-read a whole tradition through him — 
including poetry (folk poetry, say, or Sikelianos) which has in recent 
years slipped out of the living dialogue, if not always out of curricula. 
The continuity of Ganas' themes is evident, the way in which he keeps 
reinventing himself versatile without being showy. It is of such poets, at 
the height of their powers, that Eliot speaks in the irresistible phrase, 
'Immature poets imitate; mature poets steal.'69 

King's College London 

67. Karyotakis, noirmaxa Kai Tcefd, 103. 
68. Demographers, however, inform us that it will very soon cease to be true that the 

dead are the majority. 
69. Eliot, 'Philip Massinger', The Sacred Wood, 123-43; quotation from p. 125. 
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